
Your voice, your story. Consumer views 

on debt collection

By Kristin Dohn – JAN 12, 2017 

Across the country, we hear from consumers about their experiences with debt 

collection: debiting accounts without authorization, attempting to collect from the 

wrong consumer, excessive and harassing phone calls, calling at inappropriate times, 

threats of arrest or criminal prosecution, and consumer confusion as to whether they 

owe the amount of debt claimed by the collector.

You are not alone.
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In the United States today, debt collection is a $13.7 billion dollar industry with more 

than 6,000 debt collection firms operating in the United States. Debt collection affects 

70 million consumers who have or are contacted about a debt in collection. We’ve 

already published more than 129,000 debt collection complaints in our Consumer 

Complaint Database. We handle more complaints about debt collection than any other 

financial product or service. 

We are listening.

We know that debt collection is an issue that can feel especially overwhelming, and 

we want collectors to treat you fairly. The story of how a financially struggling 

consumer gets to the point of falling behind on financial obligations can reflect all the 

many struggles of the human condition. There are also issues where the debt may not 

be yours or may not be correct. Some of the major issues we have seen consumers 

submit complaints about involve debt collectors contacting the wrong consumer, 

attempting to collect the wrong amount, harassing or threatening consumers, and 

using too frequent or inappropriate contact methods. Consumers have also reported a 

lack of debt verification in response to a dispute. 

Consumers’ Debt Collection Experiences

We surveyed consumers regarding their views and experiences in debt collection and 

today we have released a report on our findings. This survey is the first of its kind, and 

the most in-depth analysis currently available of consumers’ encounters with the debt 

collection industry. . 

We’ve also heard directly from some consumers about their experiences in debt 

collection. Over the next few weeks, we will share some of the debt collection stories 

we’ve heard. And, we want to hear from you. Your voice helps inform our work as we 

consider how to develop better protections in the debt collection market.

Over the next few weeks we will be sharing stories about people who have faced 

different debt collection issues.

Meet William

You can read the report here �
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William told us that someone took a credit card out in his name and he was contacted 

a few years later about an $8,000 debt he didn’t know existed and wasn’t his.

Experiences like William’s are one of the reasons why we’re studying the debt 

collection market and  to strengthen consumer protection and 

help bring clarity to these tough situations. Learn more about William. 

Tell your story. 

Your voice helps inform our work as we consider how to develop better protections in 

the debt collection market.

Watch Williams’s full story, see more stories about debt collection, or find out how you 

can tell your story.

Due to technical issues, the commenting feature of our blog is temporarily unavailable. 

We’re working to bring this functionality back, and look forward to hearing your 

feedback and comments about the CFPB’s work soon. 

considering proposals �

Topics: DEBT COLLECTION •
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FURTHER READING 

� Blog 

� Newsroom 

� Events 

Consumer experiences with debt 

collection: Findings from our survey 

JAN 12, 2017 

We’re working to improve fairness 

and transparency in the debt 

collection market for you 

JUL 28, 2016 

Save the date, Sacramento, Calif.! 

JUL 15, 2016 

CFPB Survey Finds Over One-In-

Four Consumers Contacted By Debt 

Collectors Feel Threatened 

JAN 12, 2017 

Prepared Remarks of CFPB Director 

Richard Cordray at the CFPB Debt 

Collection Event 

JAN 12, 2017 

CFPB Takes Action Against Two 

Law Firms for Misrepresenting 

Attorney Involvement to Collect on 

Medical Debts 

JAN 09, 2017 

Public event about debt collection in 

Washington, D.C. 

JAN 06, 2017 

Fall 2016 Consumer Advisory Board 

meeting in Washington, D.C. 

OCT 12, 2016 

Fall 2016 Community Bank Advisory 

Council meeting in Washington, 

D.C. 

SEP 14, 2016 

View more 
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STAY INFORMED 

Subscribe to our email newsletter. We 

will update you on new blogs. 

Email address (required) 

example@mail.com

The information you provide will permit 

the Consumer Financial Protection 

Bureau to process your request or 

inquiry. See more.

Sign up

Subscribe to our RSS feed to get the latest content in your reader. 

  Subscribe to RSS 
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An official website of the United States Government 
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